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Walking dead cast season 5 episode 1

Our favourite team of apocalypse zombie survivors finally returned in the premiere of season 10 of AMC's horror series The Walking Dead. After a few months of getting our zombie horror fill with the popular spin-off of the show, Fear of Walking Dead, fans are more than willing to get back to the stories and characters that started it all. In the first episode of The Walking Dead Season 10, The Lines We
Cross, we were thrown into the story a few months after the bloody, tragic event of Season 9. Survivors still come to terms with many of their losses after The Whisperers led a cruel attack on Alexandria, killing many characters. With falling satellites, some Spartan-esque fighting drills, and the potential war all out, The Walking Dead has made an exciting return. Here are some of the biggest OMG moments
from The Walking Dead Season 10 premiership. *This article will contain spoilers for Walking Dead, Season 10, Episode 1 of The Lines We Cross. Walking Dead the | AMC Satellites have completely crashed into Earth One of the most (literal) explosive moments from the premiere of Season 10 is a satellite that nearly burns Oceanside and draws a herd of hungry pedestrians to our survivors. Falling
satellites are shown breaking through the Earth's atmosphere several times from the perspective of various characters, turning the event into an episode's focus. Unfortunately, the scene of the crash is very close to the territory of The Whisperers, a group of survivors who truly disguise themselves by wearing pedestrian meat. The group had to risk crossing the border to extinguish the fire and take any
pedestrians to prevent large-scale forest fires. Luckily for the group, they managed to escape unanswered and Eugene saved falling satellite parts to help the group improve their communications system. Cailey Fleming and Danai Gurira | AMC Judith discovered the Whisperer mask on the Group's shores had established a tense peace deal with The Whisperers, provided the two groups were still far from
their respective territories. However, after a successful gladitorial-style combat training session, the shivering discovery made it clear that one party did not remain true to the agreement. As Daryl and Michonne discussed the possibility of future battles with The Whisperers, Judith began compiling a collection of seashells and found one of The Whisperers' masks. This is a very unresolved finding because
the group has not stumbled across any evidence of the presence of The Whisperers in recent times, revealing that mask-wearing groups are more to threats because of their ability to travel undetected. A team was set up to find more clues and they discovered the remains of the camp and another Whisperer mask. It seems as if The has breached an agreement to oversee the group's activities. Episode
teases final show between and Alpha In Season 9, Alpha made a mistake that could prove fatal in the end: she messed up with Carol. During the attack on Alexandria, Alpha cruelly killed Carol's adopted son, Henry, and mounted his head on a pike to send threatening warning messages to survivors. As the episode nears its conclusion and the group stopped a satellite that fell out of causing an
uncontrollable inferno, Carol took the time to look around the surrounding area and absorb the scenery. Alpha silently emerged from the tree and two lock points. Not a single word spoken, but the staredown between the two women sends a strong and clear message: there will be blood. The Walking Dead season 10 will continue with the premiere of Episode 2, We Are The End of the World, which will air
on AMC on Sunday, Oct 13, 2019. Walking Dead's much-anticipated sixth season premiere was quick to approach and viewers finally got more details on what to expect. From new backstories to more zombies to the introduction of large villains, it appears TWD fans are on the way this time around. Here's a look at everything we know (and don't know) so far about Season 6. 1. Expect various first-half
threats this season will largely revolvol around conflicts driven by those who are unhappy with the fact that Rick and his colleagues have moved to Alexandria and brought such violence with them. There was huge upheaval in Alexandria at the end of [Season 5]. What leadership positions he does put Rick into, how he handles new responsibilities and what he does with them is a big part of what we are
exploring, Walking Dead creator Robert Kirkman described earlier this summer. At one point, Rick, his group, and Alexandrians are also likely to contend with Wolves, a violent villain officially introduced in last season's finals. But fans shouldn't expect them to be a major source of danger. There were multiple threats, even in the first half of time. And the different versions of threats we've seen before,
showrunner Scott Gimple explained to EW, also promising that the first three episodes of the season are quite intense. 2. New characters There will be plenty of new faces next season. Here's what we know about them. Tommaso Boddi/Getty Images Ethan Embry joined the cast as Carter, an Alexandrian who was unhappy with the violence driven by Rick and the company. As we EW.com, Ethan plays a
combo of some characters that we actually haven't hit yet or can't hit in other characters. He is Alexandrian, and has been there all the time, just quite busy. Kevin Winter/Getty Images Straight Outta Compton Corey Hawkins will join the series as Heath's fan favourite comic character, a supply runner with the courage to replace the pairing with Glenn. Brad Barket/Getty Images Nurse Jackie's Merritt Wever
will play Denise, another important character from the comic series. He was a doctor who is also Heath's girlfriend. In the comics, he performed a surgery that ultimately saved the life of one major character, although it was unclear if the show would include that storyline. 3. Morgan returns Source: AMC Also adds conflict? Morgan Jones, played by Lennie James, is back at the end of Season 5, in time to
find Rick standing on the dead body. With Morgan now deciding more Zen and Rick pretty much instead, both won't exactly look at the eyes. I can say that's where Rick is and where Morgan is, they're going to find the same reason, James told Yahoo!. But they will also be contradicted. That's about as much as I can say. 4. There will be more zombies than previous sources: AMC As revealed in Comic-Con
earlier this year, the Season 6 premiere will feature more than 650 pedestrians breaking the gates of Alexandria, following the events of season 5 of the finale. I think we've exceeded the total pedestrian [for] all last year only in the first three episodes of season six, Greg Nicotero, who directed the season 6 premiere and will also direct the middle and end premiere of the season, told AMC.com. Fans should
expect them to be more graphic than ever. As Nicotero said, We've really taken pedestrians this season to a different level. There are pedestrians who have been partially skinned, some of which are devoted to wild animals. ... It continues to allow us the opportunity for greater inventions. 5. Time will play an important source of factor: AMC As James, who played Morgan on the show, recently told Yahoo!,
the first episode of Season 6 starting almost exactly on the last shot of season 5 of the finale. After that, things get a little more complicated. Then we kind of ... We're a bit playing with time and storytelling, which is fantastic, says James. In the end, the audience will know what happened and what happens when we rejoin this season. It was so big, but we got there in a slightly nonlinear way. Flashbacks will
also play a big role and will reportedly compromise most of one episode around the midweek break. 6. Season 6 will fill some backstory for the Source comic book: AMC Although the show is based on Robert Kirkman's comics, part of this season will actually precede the original series. It was earlier in Alexandria, but not alexandria's start, Gimple told EW. It is more character-based than the background of
the place. There are some comic-filled stories that we haven't celebrated yet - sort of prequeling some upcoming comic story, which I'm so excited about. 7. Negan may finally appear Source: AMC Negan is one of Walking Dead's most famous villains and has long been expected. With the show now further along in the timeline, some hope he will finally make an appearance in Season 6. Gimble, or its part,
has not confirmed or denied anything. It really really he told EW. We have planning, but there are some variables for that plan that we decide. It really depends on a number of factors as we move into setting up the last bit of the season, storytelling. Walking Dead's sixth season of premiere Oct. 11 at 9 p.m.m AMC. More from Entertainment Cheat Sheets: Sheets:
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